SMART ACCESS ENTRY
The system which helps automate your sports venue's access and lighting through the Club Spark booking system

Taking the basic features of the already established Smart Access system, Entry allows smaller venues with lower footfall and
without the need for lighting integration to improve access at their site.
1 INSTALLATION
Using a universal fitting
enclosure we can fit the
system to any existing
court which saves on replacement of the whole
gate. The enclosure can
be colour matched to the
existing.
2 GAINING ENTRY
Entry is gained via digital
keypad situated outside of
the court. Once the access
code is entered, the lock
releases and you are able
to open the gate.
3 EXITING THE COURT

6 KEY OVERIDE

Turn the handle that is located on the gate - no pins or
cards are need to exit a gate

In the case of an emergency, there is a key override built to
play management resource control into the lock on the outside of the gate, insert the key and turn to allow access.

4 VANDAL RESISTANT SHROUD
Fitted with a steel shroud, the keypad and lockset are
further protected against damage.
5 SELF CLOSER

7 LIGHTING CONTROL BOLT ON (Optional)
Utilising existing security technology we have developed a
bolt on product that can integrate with your lighting system to
offer automated lighting with any court booking.

An automatic closer is fitted as part of every installation to ensure the security at the gate is maintained.
Eclipse EcoPure
In addition, we can also offer an Anti Microbial Coating. Preventing the transfer of bacteria and viruses from door handles,
finger plates and pull handles is just one way to help protect staff in their working environment.
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